Abstract-A new architecture based o n wavelets and neural networks is proposed and implemented for learning a class of functions. The performance of such networks is analyzed for function learning. These functions belong t o a common class b u t possess minor variations. The scheme developed makes use of wavelet neural network. It is useful t o have a small dimensional network that can approximate a wide class of functions. The network has two levels of freedom. B y this the network not only selects the parameters of the basis wavelets b u t also provides a variation in the choice.
I Introduction
With advancement of technology in the field of signal processing and function approximation various new techniques are developed using wavelet transform for signal processing applications. A combination of artificial neural networks and wavelet transform has been used for function approximation, function representation and classification. These networks are referred as wavelet neural networks and these networks overcomes the shortcomings of both artificial neural networks and wavelet transforms. The application of the wavelet neural network can be seen in and as the number N increases the accuracy of the a p proximation is better. The dilations and translations are constrained to belong to the denumerable families specified in equation (1). With this restriction the approximation in equation is known as the wavelet decomposition of function f (.).
This wavelet neural network structure with one output node can represent only one function at a time. By increasing the number of output nodes it is possible to learn only a "finite" number of functions. A general multi dimensional network can learn a wide class of functions but is more complex and difficult to handle. In this scenario a two level adapted wavelet network with reduced dimension is proposed and implemented to learn a class of functions with reasonable accuracy. It is also easier to handle a small dimension network. This type of two level network was tried in our earlier work (41 for simple cases. Now this network is implemented for more practical case as that of a Kaiser window which is more commonly used in signal processing applications.
In this paper, a new type of network structure is discussed. Each of the parameters represented by a network with a new control parameter as input to it. This new network is shown to be able to represent a continuous class of functions for different values of the control parameter. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 proposes the architecture and training for learning a class of functions. The initialization procedure is also reported in section 2. Simulation results for the proposed network are presented in Section 3 along with the discussion of deeper level wavelet neural network. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section 4.
I1 Learning Methodology
In this section, first the meaning of a "continuous" class of functions [4] as referred to here, is described and then a network structure is suggested for learning it. The attempt here is to learn a class of functions which possess minor variations, all of which are somehow related e.g. a class of sinusoids which differ in phase with each other. There is no single well defined function to deal with but an ensemble of functions all of which essentially correspond to one single entity. In the discussion below, only one dimensional functions are considered so as to make mathematics simpler. The results can similarly be extended to multidimensional cases.
11-A Architecture
As reported earlier, many output nodes are required to learn multiple functions [l] in a wavelet neural network. But still it is possible to learn only a finite(countab1e) number of functions. The learning of a class of functions may also be looked upon as learning two dimensional function where one dimension refers to the control parameter. However the domain of influence of the control parameter is more local in comparison with a general two dimensional function learning situation. Because of the influence of the dimension in a general two dimension network the relation amongst the functions belonging to a class goes unutilized. But if the fact that those functions are somehow related is exploited there is no need go to the general case of two dimensional function learning. The architecture which can learn these related functions sufficiently well by exploiting the fact that these functions are related is described below.
A function is completely defined by the different parameters of a wavelet neural network structure. A small change in a particular parameter/parameters produces another function which is also "related" or similar to the earlier function under investigation. For example, the manner in which a single vowel, say "e" is pronounced may differ widely from person to person. It is as if there were an underlying "hidden" structure controlling a parameter, which makes the choice corresponding to intra personal variations. And for the different control inputs to that "hidden" structure, different but related outputs are produced. The architecture is as shown in the Fig. 1 captures the idea.
The proposed wavelet neural network can represent a wide range of functions with the following flexibility; the translations, dilations and the weights for each function are chosen from underlying "hidden" structure parameters y,z and v which are control inputs to the structure. In this sense the network proposed considerably builds upon the class of functions covered by that proposed in [l] . It is interesting to investigate the mapping between the control input and the parameter. For simplicity of analysis consider the situation where only one of the attributes of the wavelet neural network -say the weight parameter, is controlled by a "hidden" parameter. For different values of the control parameter, in effect different values of the wavelet functions are selected. Let at the deeper level also we represent the parameter by a wavelet neural network as shown in Fig. 2. A similar structure may be used for each of $3 &d 3;s.
Mat hemat ically, Where K is the number of branches in the network representing the weight.
Here a new dilation parameter s is introduced such that d = l/s. Hence the function can be represented as where 21 = z -t j k and x1 = x -t j assuming that the wavelets used in the representation of both "deeper" and the "higher" level are same.
Now the weight w depends on a new parameter z. Iffor some value of z, the whole network is made to learn some function and for some other value of z some other function, then the weights of the network will adapt so that it is able to learn both. So the proposed network is trying to learn the relationship (x, z, g) for different input functions.
Having learnt a few function for the given values of z , it will be able to produce some output for some new value of z which will be a kind of interpolation (or extrapolation) of the functions between the two learnt functions for the other values of z. So the network will be able to represent the function that is not learnt so far. The main reason for using a deeper control is to simplify the adaptation and to focus on the parts of the network that really needs adaptation. The learning of functions must now occur in two levels: (i) learning of the relationship between z and the weight parameters for a given function in the class. (ii) learning of the optimal values of the weight parameters themselves. Here, a branch in a wavelet neural network is called a wavelon. A method for building the waGlet neural network is proposed in [2].
11-B Learning Algorithm
In this section, the algorithm proposed in [I] is extended for adapting the parameters of the proposed network in accordance with the functions to be learnt. The network is made to learn many functions with the z d u e for each function f (x) specified. So the network has to' learn triplets {z, z, f (2)). The algorithm is very similar to the back propagation algorithm in the case of neural nets. Let the network output for the triplet {zi, z, yi} be g(z). The adaptation should aim at minimizing the cost In the above equations, wj is the equivalent weight at the output of the deeper network of the j t h wavelon and is given by equation (4).
11-B. 1 Initialization
To approximate a class of functions over the domain D = [a,b], initialization of the translations and dilations of the higher network can be done exactly as given in [I] . For the initialization of the mean of the higher network, the means of the functions to be learnt was estimated. The initial network mean is then simply taken as the average of these means. To initialize tl and S I , an arbitrary point p between a and b (usually the middle ) is selected. This value of p is taken as 0.5. We set tl = p and S I =<(ba) where ( is a properly selected positive constant. The typical value of < is 0.5 . This procedure is recursively repeated in each sub-interval to initialize t 2 ,~2 , t 3 ,~3 and so on. If the number of wavelons is not a power of 2, then the recursive procedure is applied as long as possible and the remaining tis and s:s are initialized at random for the finest remaining scale.
For the deeper network, the translations and dilations are initialized equal to the order of the corresponding parameters in the higher level. Initialized values for both of these are taken same for all deeper networks of all the wavelons. Means and the weights of the deeper networks are simply initialized to zero.
I11 Experimental Results
A constant rate of convergence is taken throughout the learning process. In all the experiments reported here, all the functions in a simulation were learned at the same points on the x axis.,
The initial weights and the means of the deeper network are taken as zero in accordance with the initialization procedure discussed above. The wavelet function used in the following simulations is the "Gaussian Derivative"
$ ( x ) = -x e -i Z a which satisfies the wavelet admissibility condition. The figure of merit 6 is given by, Where g ( x i ) = output of the network for input x i , yj = expected output for input x i , M = the number of points at which the input output relationship is known.
In the figures, the approximation generated by the network for the function given by an i n p t f i l e is shown by the corresponding plotoutpt. Plotoutpt-gen is the network output for some z value'which the network is seeing for the first time. This z value is called zgen. Adaptation in all the examples below was achieved after 10000 iterations with the value of 7 as 0.005. Avabserr denotes the absolute error averaged over the training set and the sumsqerr is the summation of the square error over the training set.
111-A Wavelet neural network at the deeper level
Here the "Gaussian derivative" wavelet is taken for representation at the deeper level also. In the following examples only the weights of the functions are controlled by a control inputs the to the deeper networks. The branches in the weight network are referred as sub wavelons.
First consider the example of a wavelet and its dilated versions are considered.. Fig. 3 shows the network approximations for the functions gI(x) = -x e -i Z 2 and 9 2 b ) = -5 e -$($)'. It can be seen that both functions are learned to a great degree of accuracy. It can be seen from the Fig. 3 that the plotoutpt-gen. So the network has some "generalization" capacity also. The results for these functions have been tabulated in Table I. Kaiser window is an optimum window used in signal processing applications. It has variable parameters, the parameter (Y can be varied to provide the flexibility with respect to transition band and peak ripple in side bands [5] . Of course there is trade off between these two. The typical values of (Y is chosen between 4 and 9. The typical values of N ranges between 7 and 25. The plots of the input function and the network output are given in Fig.4 . The network is trained for the different values of CY SO that it can learn the input output mapping and generate a new function for another value of a for which the network is not trained. In the chosen example the network is trained for a = 4 and a = 5. The network generates a new function for a different value of a = 6 that is chosen as the control input. The N value is chosen to be 25. The number of wavelons in the main network is 20 and 10 in the deeper network. The experiment is conducted for 10000 iterations with the learning rate parameter 7 as 0.001. The accuracy of generating a function is shown in Fig.5 . The network generated Kaiser window function is compared with the Kaiser window function with a value 6. It can be seen from the figures that the proposed model not only learns the window function but also generates another window function belonging to the same class of Kaiser window with reasonable degree of accuracy. The performance of the network for the Kaiser window functions is tabulated in Table 11 .
\

IV Conclusion
A scheme is proposed based on the wavelet neural networks which learns a class of functions. The scheme has two levels of adaptations, viz., one for learning the function and other for adjusting the parameters based upon the "variations" in that class of functions, and is therefore an improvement over [l] . The efficacy of this network structure in representing a class of functions is demonstrated through some experimental results. The performance of the network is tried on the generation of Kaiser window. 
